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The Tinder dating app is now required to share its user data with Russian authorities,
according to Russia’s Roskomsvoboda internet rights group.

Legislation that came into force in 2016 requires social media companies to store user data on
servers located in Russia and provide this data to the authorities on demand. Russia last year
issued an order to ban the Telegram messaging app after it refused to provide the user data as
required.

Related article: Russian Telecoms Are Selling Users’ Location Data to Authorities

Tinder is now required to provide its Russian users’ private messages, audio, video and other
material to authorities including the Federal Security Service (FSB), Roskomsvoboda reported
Monday.

https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2018/04/13/russian-court-bans-telegram-messaging-app-reactions-a61167
https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2024/04/28/russian-telecoms-are-selling-users-location-data-authorities
https://vc.ru/legal/32386-minkomsvyazi-sayty-s-kommentariyami-eto-organizatory-rasprostraneniya-informacii-kotorym-nuzhno-sotrudnichat-s-fsb
https://roskomsvoboda.org/47433/


Roskomnadzor, Russia’s communications regulator, said it had added Tinder to its database
of compliant websites after it had “provided the needed information.”

Tinder joins three other dating apps, including Russia’s biggest dating app Badoo, that are
required to store their Russian users’ data in the country, Roskomsvoboda reported.

Related article: Tinder Surges During Russian World Cup

Tinder may be unaware that it is compelled under Russian law to share its users' data with the
authorities, Roskomsvoboda said, citing a 2017 example when the Threema encrypted
messaging app was added to the database.

At the moment, the only tools Russia has to enforce its data rules are fines that typically only
come to very small sums or blocking the offending online services, which is an option fraught
with technical difficulties.

Russian authorities will gain new powers to block content in November when legislation that
seeks to expand Russia's sovereignty over its segment of the web comes into force.

Reuters contributed reporting to this article.
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